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See also: https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/jun/10/watch-
dogs-gtav-video-games-reshape-cities-sim-city-will-wright

Game researchers and designers are playing with the idea of 

cities in games, and the use of games in cities. 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/jun/10/watch-dogs-gtav-video-games-reshape-cities-sim-city-will-wright


Marc Bonner, Parkour in Assassins Creed Unity 

“The experience of game space is similar to the 

everyday spatiotemporal experience of physical 

real architecture and its strategies of enabling 

limited or free agency to its users (Hirschfeld 

1780, Lynch 1960, Appleton 1980, Appleton 1975).  

Cities in open world games are all about  

traversing within or against urban layouts by the 

performance of parkour abilities (de Certeau 1980, 

Deleuze/Guattari 1980). 

Urban chaos and vast wilderness are critical 

agents in today’s game worlds. Analysis requires 

an interdisciplinary approach - geography, 

philosophy, architectural theory and urbanism.”



Emma Fraser, University of Manchester

“Urban Ruins in Games”

The Last of Us (2013)
Hellgate London (2008)

Many of these cities are modeled from 
actual architecture: landmarks, streets and 
neighbourhoods in Boston, Washington, 
London, and Manchester, etc. 

- Imagined ruins of real-world cities are increasingly common as 

settings for 3D RPG and FPS games

- Games like The Last of Us and the Fallout series show ruinous 

cities influenced by science fiction films, dystopian literature, 

and urban exploration photography.

Since the development of three dimensional video games 

in the early 1990s, settings of ruin and decay have been a 

staple of a number of game genres. Despite the fact that 

the decay or abandonment of human landscapes has been 

particularly prevalent in 3D, first and third-person games –

e.g. Myst (Cyan 1993) and Riven (Cyan 1997) Tomb 

Raider (Core Design 1996) and the Uncharted series 

(Naughty Dog 2007), they’ve received comparatively little 

attention. 
Emma Fraser, Awakening in ruins: The virtual spectacle of the end of the 

city in video games, in JGVW, 8/2, 2016

See statiscape.wordpress.com 



Robert Zubek, programmer, Project Highrise

“My main interest is simulation games, and in those, 

I suppose the strangest thing is just the sheer 

unassailable optimism of their world model. Not just 

the setting, but more the assumptions about how the 

world works: that the player can come in not 

knowing anything, slowly learn the rules governing 

the world, and then use them to shape the city in 

their image - sometimes better, sometimes worse, 

but always under their control. This is so unlike the 

real world and how real cities work!”

At Steam -

http://store.steampowered.com/app/423580



Locative games, disenchantment and re-enchantment of urban 
experience 
Suely Fragoso and Breno Maciel Souza Reis, Federal University 
of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil

“The sociologist Max Weber described our relation to the 

modern world as "disenchanted", meaning that our urban 

experience is driven by rational, instrumental reasons, 

which weaken our commitment and passion to the city. 

A transformation in the experience of urban life can be 

triggered by locative games, promoting a type of ‘re-

enchantment’. This hypothesis was confirmed by a study 

of the game Ingress in Porto Alegre, which demonstrated 

how players combine in-game content with their daily 

experiences of living in that city. The images we selected 

show three types of representation of the same part of 

Porto Alegre: each one is artificial in its own way, but the 

comparison hints at the clues of the ‘magic’ city 

experience reported by our interviewees.”



Mark R Johnson, University of York 
http://www.ultimaratioregum.co.uk/game/info/

“Ultima Ratio Regum (heavily inspired by 

authors like Umberto Eco, Wu Ming, Neal 

Stephenson, etc.) procedurally generates a 

Renaissance /Enlightenment-era world, and a 

big part of that is generating cities. This 

means thinking about cultural, religion, social 

practices, etc, and how they shape the 

physical world. Everything from the layout of 

roads to the placement of buildings, the kinds 

of buildings that appear, the architecture of 

each individual building, every piece of 

furniture inside every building, etc, is 

dependent on the procedural generation of 

cultural ideas, and so each city (hopefully!) 

winds up looking tremendously different from 

any other city in that same game world, and 
no two cities should ever be at all alike.”

‘Procedurally’ means that the content is generated
by the rules, during play.  

http://www.ultimaratioregum.co.uk/game/info/


Benjamin Stokes, American University, Washington, DC. 
"Networks are at the heart of cities and local community; 

increasingly, place-based games can build ties across 

our physical and digital senses of place, between 

strangers, and across lines of socioeconomic 

segregation” - See his analysis of Macon Money (2010), a game 
made by ‘area/code’ and funded by the Knight Foundation.
https://benjaminstokes.net/projects/



Stanislav Roudavski, Alexander Holland, University of 
Melbourne –

https://www.academia.edu/28240989/Design_Tools_and_Complexity_Mobile_Games_and_Collective_Imagination
https://vimeo.com/184529785

“Games do not have to be confined to representation or simulation- they can be used to actively change 

the urban conditions. Game play can provoke social responses and support collective imagination that 

are desperately wanted in contemporary cities with their ‘wicked’, contentious challenges. In intrinsically 

agonistic urban settings, design tools need the capacity to link stakeholders without dismissing actual 

disagreements. Games can provide such linking and do much more. They can open the worlds of the 

unlikely and the impossible – the essential sites of innovation”.

https://www.academia.edu/28240989/Design_Tools_and_Complexity_Mobile_Games_and_Collective_Imagination
https://vimeo.com/184529785


PLAYING WITH CITIES, CITIES IN GAMES 

From ‘Modelled Cities, Model Citizens; from overseer to occupant’ – D. Carr, 2004  

Main reference - De Certeau, M (1988) The Practice of Everyday Life University of California Press

SimCity3000

• The idea of a city 

• The city as designed

• Isometric perspective

• Viewed from above 

• Player as ‘overseer’

• Manipulating a simulation 

• The model city  

• Selective model



World of Warcraft – player as city occupant, ground level 
(picking up the mail in Orgrimmar)  

World of Warcraft 

• The city as lived 

• Mess, transience, ephemera

• Chance encounters 

• Contested meanings 

• Player as occupant 



And yet – best laid plans – these are cities in games, and 
games are played…

SimCity is played – the city is 

played with, and play generates 

messy and unpredictable 

trajectories and repetition and 

replay….

And WoW is a game – it has 

rules that are evident in all sorts 

of organisational

categories, including scores, 

menu and  

character screens 

inventory screens 

map screens….



Bodies in cities in games, Deus Ex: Human Revolution 

Adam Jensen is the drastically augmented protagonist. 

He has a long, sad history of uneasy encounters with scientists, 
clinicians and technologists. 

He is experimented on as an infant, horribly injured at work, and 
extensively modified on the orders of his employer. 

Jensen’s problems with consent, control and technology continue 
throughout Deus Ex: Human Revolutions. 

Based on Carr, 2013, 2014 papers – drawing on game studies and critical disability studies literature 



Jensen’s body is schooled in the sense that it must fit within given roles, 
spaces (urban, industrial, corporate) and situations. He is continually tested, 
classified and examined.



The game is interested in...
Places of work 
Fitting in 
Passing 
Professionalism and role 



An interest in division and classification is also evident in the game’s 
cities and populations. 



There is an interest in bodies and technology -
Control, loss of control, remote control 



The game depicts a damaged and yet perfectible body undergoing continual 
assessment…



Governmentality, bodies, institutions and cities in Deus 
Ex: HR

• Populations divided and classified 

• Assessment (testing) is frequent  

• Ability as assessable and quantifiable 

• Progress as necessary and measurable 

• Bodies disciplined to fit within and be efficient within particular spheres and domains 

• For ‘good’ bodies, agency aligns with context (what they do, works). 

• Bodies are altered to fit where ‘necessary’ 

• Bodies that will not fit are marginalized, pathologized, defunct (stigmatized, grotesque, abject, 

reviled and resisted). 

• Bodies that thwart classification, or that shift between categories, are a ‘problem’ 

• The ‘ideology of ability’ which contributes to widespread notions of agency, capacity, value, 

worthiness, citizenship and entitlement (Siebers, 2009, p 9)

• Dominant models of health, which conceptualise ‘health’ in terms of personal responsibility and 

management and control of the body. 

• Discourses of professionalism and adulthood (Iris Marion Young) 

Issues explored in Carr 2013, 2014 
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